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Introduction

Our proposal: system architecture

Signal synchronizing of two (or more) biometric signals acquired
from di↵erent sensors has been proven to be challenging. For
instance, two similar sensors placed in di↵erent parts of the
human body measuring the same biological signal, might have
delays, data misdetection, noise in the signals or sensors issues
among others (Figure 1).
However, once the synchronization is set, authentication protocols, key agreement algorithms and/or encryption schemes
will benefit considerably: the same random number can be derived from di↵erent signals and thus no key distribution will be
needed any more.
In particular, the 4 Least Significant Bit (LSB) of the InterPulse-Interval (IPI) (Figure 2) have been proven to have some
entropy degree and many works have used heart signals as key
generation for cryptographic protocols [2, 3, 4, 5].

In order to detect and correct the imperfection of the random key generation, we propose
a hybrid system named ECG Dj. The system architecture can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 2:

Issues of two heart signals measured
in di↵erent body locations

IPI

The current proposal aims to synchronize (at least) two di↵erent heart signals measured in distinct parts of the human body.
By doing so, the same random number to be used in cryptographic protocols can be generated by di↵erent sensors. We
propose an architecture where a runtime monitoring technique
and a fuzzy extractor [1] scheme work together to reduce possible discrepancies between the random keys generated by two
signals simultaneously sampled. As a result, the best possible
automatic cryptographic key will be generated.
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System architecture: ECG Dj

This system has three modules:
Runtime Monitoring. The purpose is to generate in real time two random numbers
according to some desirable security (e.g., bit length and randomness quality) properties
from two heart signals. This module returns two arrays IPIsS1 and IPIsS2 .
Peak Extractor. This module is responsible of transforming an array of IPIs into binary
numbers. Note that this method is agnostic to the way of measuring the heart signal. In
this module, the cryptographic key is built by taking the 4 LSBs and applying a Grey
Code to correct errors in the signals. The final outputs are two similar keys (k1 and k2).
Fuzzy Extractor. This last module is responsible of the extraction of a stable signal
from the noisy data (k1, k2). After the fuzzy extractor is run both values will have the
same bits.
Once the system is executed, both keys can be used in di↵erent devices without any key
agreement protocol.
Runtime Monitoring

Ps1 | [c3<=tc & c1<=ts] —> c2 :=0; c3:=0;

ε | [c1>=ts] —> computeKey
E1

ε | [c2>tm] —> sync

[c3>tc] —> sync

Ps2 | [c2<=tm —> log (Ps1,Ps2)

ε | [c1<ts] —> c3 :=0;

ε | [c1>=ts] —> computeKey

E0

E3

E4

c1, c2, c3:=0
Ps1 | [c2<=tm —> log (Ps1,Ps2)
Ps2 | [c3<=tc & c1<=ts] —> c2 :=0; c3:=0;

ε | [c1>=ts] —> computeKey

E2

ε | [c2>tm] —> sync

Figure 3:

Signal acquisition

ε | [c1>=ts] —> computeKey

In [3], authors propose a statistical-based algorithm to detect
where a peak should be and they insert it manually. However,
authors model each missed peak using a uniform distribution
and do not take into account the security properties of the
derived keys [4].
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2 Heart Signals

Formal proof of the monitor
Constants
Tc
Tm
Ts
Clocks
c1
c2
c3
Actions
sync
computeKey
States
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4

Acceptable time between two consecutive peaks.
Acceptable di↵ between two matching peaks in the Signal 1 and Signal 2
Max time to sampling.
This clock simulates the time of sampling. If c1 == ts automaton must finish.
This clock measures the time between consecutive peaks of two signals.
This clock measures the time between consecutive peaks of one signal.
This action controls what IPIs are saved in the output array.
This action goes to next module and has the Array of IPIs well detected like output.
Initial state.
When a peak of the first signal is detected.
When a peak of the second signal is detected.
When one peak of each signal is detected.
When the max time is detected and the key is ready.

Table 1:

Properties of the automaton
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